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keystone home media vault is a free media server for
your home theater, with a very strong emphasis on

media organization and playback. the product includes a
database, which lets you easily search for and add

content to your catalog. users can either add the content
directly to the database or import it to the library. as with
plex, this is a great product for providing content to your
living room via the tv. the bad news is that the current
version of avid media composer is only available as a

trial. the good news is that pinnacle studio 11 is a great
program, and you can be up and running in no time. you
just have to make sure you have the right version of the

program. the program is available for both mac and
windows, and the software boasts up to twice the speed

of previous versions. pinnacle studio 11 is one of the
premier video editors available on the mac. it's especially
great for editing 360-degree video because it's capable of
stabilizing and rotating the footage to get your preferred
viewing angle. the best news about pinnacle studio 11 is

that it offers all the tools necessary for editing and
sharing. you can import and edit almost any type of

video, including 4k 360 degrees, 3d, and all the latest
codecs. you can also add music and subtitles, share your
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videos on the web, and even create your own virtual
reality content for distribution. the program has a solid
interface with a large screen, and you can add tools by

right-clicking on a tool and choosing from a list of
functions. but you could use pinnacle studio for a little
less than $140 to make a simple home movie. if you're

more interested in video editing and less in video design,
the free pinnacle studio might be the better choice.
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in addition to the video-editing features, the lite version
of pinnacle studio includes a basic audio editor, which
lets you cut, trim, and edit audio files, including mp3,

wav, and wma formats. there are also basic video effects,
including black-and-white, gray-scale, and sepia filters.

there's a basic video splitter, and you can add subtitles to
any clip. and there's a basic rotator, a simple movie-

looping device. pinnacle studio is a very basic program,
with a minimal interface, but there are a few tricks that

make it easy to use. the program has a couple of
features that i really like, however. first is the project

notes panel, which includes a notes tab, a movie menu,
and a timeline, where you can store notes and check

progress. it's similar to the project notes feature in vegas
pro. the second useful feature is the context menu, which

pops up when you right-click on a timeline item. there
are controls for trimming the clips into sections using the
mouse, and for marking the beginning and end of a clip.

you can also apply a fade to a clip or to all clips. the
audio mixer lets you fine-tune the volume of the audio for
the clips, with a global master and source mix, along with
individual tracks. theres also a freeze tool, which lets you
mark a clip for later copying, and a sync tool that lets you
choose whether the clips are synced to the camera or a
project file. pinnacle studio also includes a video editor
for creating tv-style videos: you can edit and trim, add

titles and effects, and arrange them in slideshows. if you
use the pinnacle 21 hd demo, the video editor will include

the hd transitions and hd effects. however, the video
editor is a simple set of tools, limited to just trimming,

titling, and creating slideshow movies. it doesn't support
full-on video editing, such as color correction. if you're
going to make a tv show, you'd want to get a software
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package designed for that purpose. that said, it's a free
editor, and it's better than nothing. pinnacle 21 can also

burn video to dvd. pinnacle 21 is a free, open source
project, and is solely made available by pinnacle 21 on
an as is and as available basis. therefore, pinnacle 21

makes no representations, warranties or guarantees of
any kind with respect to the validation results generated
by pinnacle 21 community, including but not limited to
any representation, warranty, or guarantee of accuracy
or compatibility with any other products, standards, or

requirements. you agree that pinnacle 21 has no liability
for any failure of pinnacle 21 community, and/or any
inadequacy of the results generated by pinnacle 21

community, including but not limited to any failure of
compatibility. 5ec8ef588b
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